Can Am X3 2 Piece Clutch Liner Install
*Refer to the OEM service instructions for both the Primary and Secondary Clutch
removal, also in removing the rear cover. (See below)
Now that your rear plastic clutch cover is off and on the work bench you can install the 2-piece
aluminum liner.
-Start with either side for the aluminum liner. (It does not matter what side is done first) Align
it with the matching air duct hole on the plastic cover, they only go one way! Use an extra set of
hands or clamps to hold it in place while you align it. Make sure it is flush with the rear cover
before any drilling happens! Now use the pre drilled holes in the liner as a guide for where to
drill your holes through the OEM plastic cover (Using a ¼” drill bit).

Once one side is fully fitted, you can start on the other. It is designed to be a precise fit so you
will need some strong hands or a set of clamps to get the second one installed and tucked
tightly against the plastic cover. Once both ends of the liners line up and there are no major
gaps you can drill your holes. Make sure both aluminum liners are fully fitted prior to drilling
your second set of holes.

Tighten all the hardware using the provided phillip’s screws, nylon locking nuts, and small
washers. For the nylon nuts use a 5/16” open end wrench. There are a couple holes that a
socket is hard to use, so a wrench is better. The screws are counter sunk, so you only need to
use the washer on the back (Nut side). Now in reverse follow the OEM procedure to re-install
the rear cover and clutches. Now you are ready to RIP!

